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Committee Reviews of Draft

- **Coordination Committee**  Sep 2016
- **NSGC**  14-18 Nov 2016
- **RASSC**  21-23 Nov 2016
- **WASSC**  28 Nov-1 Dec 2016
- **EPReSC**  29 Nov–1 Dec 2016
- **NUSSC**  29 Nov–1 Dec 2016
What has transpired since NSGC-8?

• 120-day MS comment period between February and May 2016

• In total, 218 comments received

• Draft revised, where appropriate, in accordance with the comments received

• Draft circulated within the Secretariat for comments, to Coordination Committee for approval in September

  – ENISS
  – France
  – Finland
  – Germany
  – Indonesia
  – Iraq
  – Russian Federation
  – United Kingdom
  – United States
Comments Received in Advance of NSGC-10

– ENISS
– Germany (via WASSC member)
– Finland
– France
– Japan
– Iraq (via EPReSSC member)
– United States
How have new MS comments been addressed?

• Editorial, grammatical
  – Majority accepted without modifications, some with minor modifications

• Clarifications, corrections for better understanding
  – Majority accepted without modifications, some with minor modifications, i.e. national inventory, Table 1

• Reference to other NSS documents – level of detail vs. by reference only
  – Level of details in section on DBT/ATS remains

• Security recommendations for nuclear material in NSS 13 and NSS 14
  – Proposal to strike language in scope accepted; proposal to modify NST023?

• Comments to change language from NSS 14
  – Unable to change recommendations
Where do we go from here?

• Taking into consideration:
  – Significant modifications made based on Technical Meeting, 120-day MS comment period, and resolution of comments from NSGC members
  – Certain topics raised throughout the process may be addressed in new CRP – Information brief available!
  – Widespread use of NSS 11 to implement recommendations of NSS 14 by all Member States

⇒ RASSC, WASSC, NUSSC, EPReSC clearance is sought for submission of NST048 to DDG-NS for publication
Thank you!